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CEO Succession Planning in India: 
The Role of the Board  

CEO succession has become a hot topic and key priority for 
boards in India in recent years. Several homegrown corporate 
success stories that emerged out of India’s economic 
liberalization reforms, and whose leadership stability had 
been taken for granted, are finding themselves facing crises of 
succession. India’s family businesses have also, arguably for 
the first time, become more introspective about their future 
identity and leadership — especially how equipped the next 
generation of promoter family or professional managers is for 
maximizing shareholder value in the medium to long term. 

A mixed track record of success in recent succession efforts 
begs the question — why have some Indian companies 
succeeded in their succession process where others have 
failed? And by extension, what role does the board need to  
play in order to enable effective CEO succession?

As leadership advisers and partners to boards on CEO selection, 
succession and effectiveness, Spencer Stuart spoke to several 
eminent industry leaders to understand their perspectives on 
the board’s role in succession planning. Most believe strongly 
that managing CEO succession is one of the most critical 
responsibilities of the board, and one through which they can 
have a direct, tangible and long-term impact on the company.

“Getting the right 
person as CEO is key 
for value creation. I 
feel great because, as 
board members, we 
did a great job in terms 
of selecting the right 
person, which has led 
to a huge impact on 
the shareholder value  
in the market.”

HarsH Mariwala
chairman, marico
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THe seven criTical eleMenTs of effecTive succession planning
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Timely initiation of the succession planning process
In recent years, most boards in India have initiated the succession planning 
process in a reactive manner — when the incumbent CEO steps down or is 
removed or incapacitated. This emergency succession exercise often leads 
them to have to look outside the organization for ready-now successors, or 
promote someone from within the organization with serious gaps in experi-
ence or capabilities. Such situations could be prevented if boards viewed 
succession planning as an ongoing process consisting of annual reviews 
that address both short-term and long-term succession needs, including: 

1. Contingency planning for scenarios involving the unexpected departure 
of the CEO, i.e. identifying ready-now potential candidates who could 
step in such situations.

2. Future planning for building the succession pipeline, which — if done 
regularly and rigorously — will help ensure there are ready-now candi-
dates in place for contingency situations. Starting three to four years 
before the current CEO is expected to retire/depart, longer-term succes-
sion planning focuses on identifying and developing a bench of 
potential internal candidates, and mapping the suitable talent in the 
external marketplace as a benchmark. As the CEO’s term-end 
approaches, board discussions become more concrete and formal with 
specific action items. 

“There may arise a situation wherein there is an instantaneous need for some-
body because of a sudden departure, which leaves the board short of a reaction 
time. We as a company have identified people from within the organization as 
three sets of alternatives for this very circumstance.”

 sHailesH HaribHakTi
 chairman, Dh consultants
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The timing of the succession process can vary depending on external devel-
opments and shareholder objectives. For example, for private equity firms, a 
change in senior management is usually the first item on the agenda post 
an investment. It is important in such situations that the PE firm make clear 
to the incumbent CEO/ promoter that the investment will lead to a manage-
ment change. 

Review and define the context in which the company operates 
Understanding the “state of play” at the time when the new CEO will step 
into the role is paramount. In today’s fast-paced and continually changing 
business environment, the context is ever evolving, making it important for 
the board to take this into consideration each time they discuss leadership 
succession. This starts by reviewing the global and local economic outlook 
and industry landscape. From there, the board and current CEO comprehen-
sively define the company’s current and future strategy and culture, 
business opportunities and challenges, regulatory and competitive land-
scape, financial health, talent challenges and any other key aspects that will 
be critical for the new CEO to steer and navigate in the short to mid-term.

With succession processes that begin shortly before the incumbent is due to 
depart, the board would generally have a good idea of the context but less 
time to execute the actual succession. On the other hand, in cases of longer-
term, planned succession, forecasting the future state and imperatives can 
be more challenging but is critical.

“In private equity investment, there is a five- to seven-year horizon to implement 
any changes — essentially meaning that you’re looking to the exit door at the 
point of entry, so you need to initiate any CEO succession at the time of entry.” 

 Deep MisHra
 former managing Director, everstone capital

“The key attributes needed for a successor to be successful for his/her stint of five 
years as CEO is to have an understanding of the current phase of the economy 
and current phase of the industry, and knowledge of the evolution of the com-
pany. The successor needs to be ‘able and fit’ for what is required of him in a 
particular phase.”

 ravi kanT
 former vice chairman, tata motors
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Run a structured and comprehensive process
While some Indian company boards pursue a more structured succession 
planning process, a majority still limit this exercise to cursory annual discus-
sions on the topic. As best practice, chairpersons should include succession 
planning as part of the agenda annually, along with defining the formal 
process to commence once the CEO succession is formally initiated. 

Formalizing the succession process consists of numerous tasks, but as 
mentioned earlier, at its core it requires the board to define the context in 
which the company is operating, and then align on the set of experiences, 
capabilities and values that will be key to the success of the next CEO. 

In addition to identifying potential internal successors for the CEO role, it is 
also recommended the process include a “benchmarking” exercise at regu-
lar intervals (three to four years) to gain a more objective perspective on the 
incumbents and quality of CEO talent externally — particularly when the 
context, competitive landscape and company strategy are changing. This 
benchmarking exercise can also be useful for the board in creating a “wish 
list” of external candidates that could be considered when the actual 
process is triggered. 

When thinking about potential external successors in particular, the board 
should consider not only the individuals’ capabilities relevant to the busi-
ness strategy and financial operations, but also how they align with the 
values the company stands for and its culture. 

“We start with a very big funnel of wish lists that might potentially fit for suc-
cession and over a period of time gradually sharpen that. This will lead to more 
formality in the process in the near term.”

 bobby parikH
 founDer, BoBBy parikh associates
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Further, while the nomination and remuneration committee (NRC) or, in a 
few cases, the selection committee (comprising select board members and 
external experts) are generally tasked with steering the CEO succession 
process, it is critical for them to brief the entire board, discuss and review 
progress with them at regular intervals. Not aligning the board early on can 
lead to undesirable delays in the succession process. On the other hand, 
clear, transparent communication with the board — highlighting key risks 
and issues and taking inputs from them — can help leverage the collective 
wisdom of the leaders to drive optimal and timely outcomes and manage 
any risks that could derail the process.  

Similarly, in the case of regulated entities where the regulator may have 
established a certain process and would need to approve the final candidate, 
engaging the relevant stakeholders early on and getting their view on rele-
vant prospects is critical.

Communicate with internal and external  
stakeholders frequently
While the importance of timely and appropriate communication with inter-
nal and external stakeholders cannot be overstated, the frequency, content 
and scope of communication will vary depending on the stakeholder(s) and 
the stage of the succession planning process. 

For instance, too much focus on succession when a new CEO has just taken 
over could have the unintended consequence of creating uncertainty in the 
senior management and insecurity for the CEO. At this point, discussions 
should be more focused on development of the CXO pipeline rather than 
imminent succession.

“Indian boards have to be more process led and less worried about 
inter-relationships.”

 naina lal kiDwai
 chairman, altico capital
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On the other hand, if a transition is imminent, the board should themselves 
engage a wider set of external stakeholders — investors, regulators and 
media. Proactively communicating and controlling the messages — both 
internally and externally — rather than being reactive or non-communicative 
is important to avoid speculation. This often involves the board walking a 
tightrope to effectively balance transparency with maintaining the confiden-
tiality that is equally key to the process.

Effective onboarding and team support is key to the new  
CEO’s success 
The succession process does not end with the placement of the new CEO. It 
should include planning for effective onboarding, with the board playing a 
big role in supporting and guiding the leader towards ensuring smooth 
induction and transition. 

In founder-driven organizations, succession and transition planning should 
also include formal agreement and documentation of the roles of the outgo-
ing promoter-CEO (who often becomes the chairperson) and the new CEO. 
While many chairpersons and their professional CEOs maintain healthy 
working relationships, upfront discussion and formalization of roles, 
responsibilities and decision jurisdictions can help foresee and address any 
aspects that can lead to the breakdown of the relationship and impact the 
company as a whole.

“You need to structure how the CEO and non-executive chairperson will address 
critical issues and resolve conflicts. More than just the written role descriptions, 
you (as the chairperson) need clarity of mind — to give the CEO his space to 
operate and step away from issues that fall within his purview.”

 HarsH Mariwala
 chairman, marico
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Engage internal candidates in an objective and  
thoughtful manner
The reality of any CEO succession process is that there can only be one CEO. 
The eventual selection of one of many internal aspirants or an external candi-
date is bound to create some disappointment among the other internal 
contenders. The shifting internal power dynamics can lead to the departure  
of key senior executives — many of whom have a key role to play in the 
current or future success of the company. The board can help minimize such 
“collateral damage” by running a process that is honest, transparent and is 
seen to be fair and robust by candidates. Internal candidates should be given 
a fair chance to be objectively evaluated for the role. Engagement of external 
leadership assessment experts could enable objective evaluation of internal as 
well as external candidates — and reduce the impact of internal perceptions 
about the fairness of the process. Clear, continual communication, trust build-
ing and mentoring are key to building trust with internal candidates. It is 
important that they receive the right kind of advice from board members who 
they trust. Having a feedback loop in these situations is important for the 
internal candidates who do not get the top role. 
 

The board should think through various scenarios, including evaluating the 
organizational structure and changing it if required to retain key talent and 
support the CEO for long-term success in his/her role. It should also lay 
special emphasis on structuring and articulating the internal communica-
tion, so that the senior management as well as other employees feel 
appreciated and are comfortable with the final outcome.

“In almost any succession, whether involving an internal or external candidate, it 
always tends to result in collateral damage — and this can be reasonably antic-
ipated. There are ways to mitigate the collateral damage wherever necessary, as 
well as being honest and upfront about letting someone go is always helpful.”

 arun aDHikari
 chairman, nielsen inDia
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Continued board engagement on development of the C-suite 
Leadership succession discussions should go beyond the CEO position to 
cover the CEO’s direct reports as well as emerging high-potential executives. 
When directors invest time and effort in reviewing performance, assessing 
and developing key C-suite executives on an ongoing basis, not only will the 
company have a stronger bench of talent for any planned or unplanned 
succession, but it can enable the board to foresee and address any key talent 
risks in a timely manner.

Overall, the succession process should not be limited to building a list of 
viable backups for the CEO but be part of a holistic leadership development 
approach, which could include mentoring of key talent by board members, 
purposeful job rotation, and assessment, coaching and development for 
high potential future leaders. Having an annual review of the leadership 
pipeline and discussion on how to enable their development is an abso-
lute must.

“We need to concentrate on creating a culture of institutionalized management 
development through all levels so it comes through to the value system of the 
organization. Creating a culture we are proud of and passionate about will 
increase the possibility of internal candidates suitable for succession.”

 asanka roDrigo
 partner, heaD south asia, private equity at actis aDvisers
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“In taking in an external CEO, a detailed analysis of the pros and cons of both 
the internal and external candidates took place before a decision was made 
about proceeding with an external candidate. This detailed analysis is instru-
mental in the process being transparent and clear to all.”

 naina lal kiDwai
 chairman, altico capial, inDia
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coMMon HurDles — avoiDing THe piTfalls
Clearly, industry leaders’ perspectives about what constitutes a good succes-
sion process seem to align. However, the very public succession failures at 
some of India’s most respected companies indicate that there are some real 
challenges to getting succession planning right.

Low comfort with candid feedback in the Indian  
corporate culture 
Many directors who have served on both international and Indian boards 
observe that when compared to company and board cultures in the West, 
Indian culture and executives tend to be less comfortable with direct feed-
back, with the senior management also often being less receptive to 
criticism. Indian societal norms and the perception of the Indian corporate 
world as “cliquish” at senior levels sometimes lead directors to avoid being 
seen as disagreeable by their peers — especially those with whom they may 
also have social or external professional relationships.

This dynamic between the board and senior management is understandably 
counter-productive as it may delay or altogether preclude necessary course 
correction when the performance of the CEO falters. In such an untenable 
situation, it becomes imperative that the board gives direct feedback to the 
CEO or take a strong stance with the CEO, if required, to live up to its fidu-
ciary responsibility. The independent chairperson (where there is one), lead 
independent director or group of independent directors, in particular, need 
to ensure that such feedback discussions take place in a timely and appro-
priate manner. 

“In India, we are far too nice in our boards as well as over-friendly. We don’t 
object to the CEO or the chairman of the board even if there’s an issue of 
accountability or some issues that require sorting through. Ideally a board 
should be constructive bearing in mind the right thing for the company and its 
stakeholders — even if this goes against the wishes of the CEO or chair.”

 naina lal kiDwai
 chairman, altico capital, inDia
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Promoters procrastinate discussion on succession 
Founder leaders and professional CEOs can often find it hard to acknowl-
edge the idea of their ageing/mortality or recognize how another leader 
could be more suitable for the role of CEO as business context changes. 
Therefore the onus is on the board and NRC to ensure that succession plan-
ning is not overlooked. Putting in place a process for the identification and 
development of internal successors as a critical key result area (KRA) for the 
CEO and other CXOs, and reviewing their performance on this annually can 
help keep them on track.

Company succession is confused with family succession 
Societal norms often lead to the expectation, even from promoters of large 
corporates, that the mantle of the CEO will pass from one generation to the 
other. This expectation at times may overlook on-the-ground realities, such 
as a next generation of the promoter family not being interested in being 
part of the family business or best suited to take on the role. In this 
scenario, an assertive board that is able to give its views to the promoter 
directly can help alleviate the problem. The promoter needs to keep his/her 
eye on the bigger picture and focus on doing what’s best for the company; 
the board’s role is to provide the counsel and assertiveness to keep the deci-
sions of the family anchored to the long-term health of the business. 

“CEOs don’t like discussions on succession — they end up thinking they are 
immortal and are going to live forever.”

 asHok cHawla
 former chairman, national stock exchange of inDia
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conclusion 

Managing a CEO succession planning exercise presents 
a number of challenges and complexities. A successful 
outcome is when the new CEO not only has a positive impact 
on the financial performance, but also on the culture, people 
and values of the company, and is surrounded by a capable 
and aligned senior management team. A well-run succession 
process is key to the long-term sustainability and growth of 
any company.

The board of directors, as fiduciaries of company 
stakeholders, must own and drive the succession process. 
Embracing the critical elements of a timely, structured and 
thoughtful process and avoiding the pitfalls improve the 
probability of a successful outcome.

Corporate governance in India is seeing winds of change 
blowing in the right direction, and in the coming years, more 
boards will oversee enlightened and effective succession 
processes that produce exceptional CEOs and senior 
management teams.
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